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* FAQ VERSIONS                                                      * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
4.0-Thursday 10th, Year 2004 
-Seventh Version of this FAQ 
-Filled up alot of wrong Japanese words. 
-Fixed error names and minor details. 
-Added a few new abilities to the list. 
-Added a new Advanced Details section. 
-Item list will be added soon. 

3.0 - Feburary 16th,Year 2003 
-Sixth Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough fully done 
-May add new stuff later 

2.0 - Feburary 10th,Year 2003 



-Fifth Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough extended to almost the whole game covered 
-Added even more Japanese text 
-New abilities added 
-Maps are added as well 

1.21 - Feburary 8th,Year 2003 
-Fourth Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough corrected for some errors 
-Added Japanese text from game so that you will 
understand what I am talking about. 

1.2 - Feburary 5th,Year 2003 
-Third Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough extended a lot more,after all 
the chapter covered a real hard stage 
-Added new abilities and status changes 

1.1 - Feburary 3rd,Year 2003 
-Second Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough extended a little 
-Added new abilities 

1.0 - Feburary 1st,Year 2003 
-First Version of this FAQ 
-Walkthrough up to Chapter 10 New Island?! halfway 
-Introduction,cast of characters,controls and stuff,character 
abilties,Faq and disclaimer done 
-Walkthrough done alot 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* BASIC INFOMATION                                               * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 

" He have in the world all wealths, the prestige and the authority, 
he is the pirate king,Gold Roger. Before he died,he 
gave a speech.He urges world that every person who enters 
the big sea to look for his my wealth.It is possible. I have put 
all in there, you all just have to look for One Piece!" 

ONE PIECE refers to the pirate king,--Gold Roger. Gold Roger 
left behind a treasure according to legend,and passes on it 
on in the world's the most dangerous route,on great route Grand 
Line.
Therefore, the time of pirates started.Continous work,Pirate King 
One Piece,which is released on GBC obtains the big success, this 
appears again by the GBA's new look in plays in front of the players. 
This is one section gathers RPG, SLG and the AVG element game. 
The game picture type is novel, the color is bright, the operation 
is simple. To make a long story short, lets us start. 
(Translated From The chinese version: Black Dance and 
credits have been given to him) 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* INTRODUCTION                                                       * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 

From the release of the game till now,I realised that theres 
no other Faq/Walkthrough for this.And so heres one now, 
written by me!^_^ 
Note:This walkthrough is made for people who played this 



game and was stuck and is here due to the fact that theres 
no other besides this.... 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* CAST OF CHARACTERS                                                * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 

リフィ Monkey.D.Luffy: 
Luffy's duty: Captain 
Character:The captain of all his crews on board.He ate the 
Demon's Rubber Fruit when he was young and now, 
his whole body is stretchable and his dream is to find the 
world's greatest treasure,One Piece and be like his 
childhood hero,Shank. 

ゾロ Zoro: 
Zoro's Duty:Fighter 
Character:A wild three swords user with great strength that is 
rumored to kill any opposing enemy with 1 slash.His dream 
is to be the world's invincible swordsman so as to fufil the 
dream his childhood friend who died wishes. 

ナミ Nami: 
Nami's Duty:Talent thief,Talent navigator 
Character:A pirate thief who loves treasures alot and her 
dream is to obtain 1 billion Beli and buy Kokoyashi 
village.Her weapon is staff, and she is very good at 
navigation and stealing and hates pirates most at first 
until she met Luffy. 

ゥンップ Usopp: 
Usopp's Duty:Boast,Accuracy Shot and Escaper 
Character:The always hit sling shot user.Does a low amount 
of damage but his distance and accuracy is always 100% 
accurate. His skills also include lying, but most of the people 
know that he lied.His dream is to be a great pirate like his 
father,whom Luffy met when he was a small boy. 

サソジ Sanji: 
Sanji's Duty:Chef 
Character:A great chef in Luffy's crew and besides cooking, 
Sanji has a very powerful kick. Also, he is a real lady's man.And 
his dream,to find "All Blue" the legendary sea that has every 
kind of fish in the world. And to be with Nami or beautiful woman. 

チョッパーTony Tony Chopper: 
Chopper's Duty:Medical skill 
Character:A small little Reindeer which can enlarge its body 
into a giant after he ate a devil fruit.Like Luffy,he cannot swim. 
Has great medical skills which can cure people 
instantly and his dream,to be the best doctor in the world. 

Shank: Luffy's childhood hero,but too bad he doesn't appear 
in the game... 

オツ / Oshi (Yay!I have finally decoded his name ^^): 
A mysterious guy who appeared a lot during Usop's separated 
team part.Has a huge role in the game and maybe he's the Boss 
of a clan or crew. 



Villages' "Hero": Is regarded a hero in villages as he always 
rescues the villages from bad pirate attacks.He was defeated 
by Robots when he tried to save a village. 

ビビ Vivi:One of Luffy's party member.Was injured and could not 
travel with them one thier journey for awhile and was 
captured later in the game. 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* Advanced Details                                                * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
========================================== 
Name                  Ability                            Uses 
========================================== 
Luffy                 Rubber Arm         Stun enemies, reach poles. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nami                Search                  Detect hidden treasures. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sanji                 Kick                      Kick away boulders. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Zoro                 Slash                    Cuts away certain enemies. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chopper          Mini Form             Increases movement speed 
                                                      and is able to enter small 
holes. 
                      Beast Form      Able to destroy stones and chests. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Usopp             Slingshot             Stun enemies, light fire. 
========================================== 

*These are the abilites that can be used anytime when 
not in a battle. 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* CONTROLS AND STUFF                                                * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
During Battles 
D-Pad: Select choice 
Start:Opens up Character Status Menu 
A: Yes/Confirm/Next 
L, R:Toggle left or right when looking at characters' 
current state 
B: Cancel/Back 

Walking: 
D-Pad: Move 
Double Right or Left button:Dash 
A:Start a conversation 
Select:Opens up temporary save system 
Start:Opens up Menu 
L, R:Switch leading characters 
B:Cancel(when choosing a choice),Use special skills 
(At anywhere as long as you are not talking and an example 
of special skill is Luffy's Rubber Arm to let him reach places 
out of bounds.) 

Status Change 
This Rpg game as status changes like any other games and 
so,they'll be listed here. 



Confusion:The leading character cannot use skills at normal 
platform and will move in the opposite direction for some time. 
The cure is to wait while for it to wear off or just switch to another 
leading character. 
Poison:Leading character takes 1 damage for every step he takes. 
The way to cure it is to eat the antidote or wait for awhile. 
Tiredness:The characters will get tired after a few battles in a row 
and theywill not be able to fight and so,the only way to cure them is 
to switch party members. 
Fallen:Fallen is a bad effect(Enemies knock your character out), 
which make your members unable to do anything till the battle ends 
and the only cure is never to let your enemy knock you out. 
Stun:Your party members cannot move for some time 
Numb:Your party members cannot move for some time 
and will be considered as "fallen" 

Battle System 
Many people gets confused with the battle system and so, 
I'll write it out here. 
1st Part(Whereby you just entered the battle) 
The choices: 
                   O 
                 O  O 
                   O 
Top choice:Empty,does nothing and is for fallen party members. 
Left choice:Switch party members,which is to replace fallen or 
tired members. 
Right Choice:Move.Select it,move your character to a selectable 
square and you'll get battle command 2. 
Bottom choice:Flee 
2nd Part 
The choices: 
                   O 
                 O  O 
                   O 
Top Choice:Empty,does nothing 
Left Choice:Guard,take half the damage done to you. 
Right choice:Attack,shows up the attacks and special 
attacks available 
Bottom Choice:Use item,use items to heal your characters 
and stuff 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* Character Abilities                                               * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
Character Abilities: 
This section is done for people who have no idea what the 
special attack does.And skills are arranged in the order which 
you can get first. 

Luffy / リフィ: 
SP 1 ゴムゴムのドストル [Gomu Gomu no Dosutoru] 
Rubber Gun---Does alot more damage than normal attacks. 
SP 2 ゴムゴムのスタソプ [Gomu Gomu no Sutasopu] 
Rubber Leg Sweep---Does a huge amount 
of damage around 200+.Can instantly kill enemies and has a 
long range. 
SP 3 ゴムゴムの鞭 [Gomu Gomu no Ben] 
Rubber Whip---Kicks anything in Luffy's 
way,including bombs,barrels and even your party members. 
SP 4 ゴムゴムの銃弾 [Gomu Gomu no Jiyuudann] 



Rubber Bullet Scatter---Luffy attacks the enemy multiple times 
with his rubber arms. 
SP 5 ゴムゴムの銃乱打 [Gomu Gomu no Tsutsuunta] 
Rubber Mad Beat---Luffy punches everything surrounding 
him crazyily and multiple times. 
SP 6 ゴムゴムのバズーカ [Gomu Gomu no Bazu-ka] 
Rubber Bazooka ---Luffy presses his enemy on the ground 
real hard that flaming effects are included. 

Zoro / ゾロ: 
SP 1 鬼斬リ [Oni Kiri] 
Demon's Blade---Does alot more damage than normal attacks. 
SP 2 虎狩リ [Toraga Ri] 
Tiger Hunting Blades---Attacks with three of his swords 
and does about 150 damage. 
SP 3 龍卷き [Hiyruu Kan Ki] 
Dragon Whirl Blades---Zoro whirls with his swords and 
slashes all surrounding opponents. 
SP 4 焼鬼斬リ [Yaki Oni Kiri] 
Fiery Demon Blade---Zoro slashes his enemy like a fiery 
demon. 
SP 5  三千世界 [San Zen Sekai] 
Three Thousand World---Zoro spins all his three blades 
at his enemies. 

Nami / ナミ: 
SP 1 お宝！ [O Takara!] 
Oh Treasure!---Scans the whole battle area for treasures. 
SP 2 危ない！ [Abu nai！] 
Watch Out!---Scans the treasures in the battle field 
to check it if contains traps. 
SP 3 一撃 [Ichi Geki] 
One Strike---Nami whacks the opponent heavily with her 
staff once. 
SP 4  身の一撃 [Mi no Ichi Geki] 
Whole Body Strike---Nami whacks the opponent's whole body, 
with exploding effects. 

Sanji / サソジ: 
SP 1 首肉ツュート [Kubi Niku Shiyu-to] 
Neck Flesh---Sanji does a heavy kick on the 
enemy's neck 
SP 2 背肉ツュート [Sei Niku Shiyu-to] 
Back Flesh---Attacks all surrounding enemies 
with a super upside-down twist kick 
SP 3 肩肉ツュート[Kata Niku Shiyu-to]  
Shoulder Flesh---Does a heavy kick on the 
enemy's shoulder blades. 
SP 4  胸肉ツュート [Mune Niku Shiyu-to] 
Chest Flesh---Does a spinning kick on all surrounding enemies' 
chest. 
SP 5 もも肉ツュート[Momo Niku Shiyu-to] 
Momo Flesh--Sanji does a heavy kick on a single target. 
SP 6 腹肉ツュート[Hara Niku Shiyu-to] 
Stomach Flesh --Sanji does an exploding kick to all surrounding 
enemies' stomach. 

Usopp / ゥンップ: 
SP 1 ゥソップハンマー [Usopp Hanma] 
Usopp Hammer Clash---Usopp strikes his enemy in the head real 



hard.
SP 2 ?星 
Star Shoot---Usopp shoots the enemy greatly. 
SP 3 卵星 [Tamago Hoshi] 
Expert Star Shoot----Usopp shoots the enemy as well, 
same as Star Shoot except that more damage is done. 
Sp 4  ゥソップ 
Rubber Band Fake Shoot---Usopp pretends to shoot his 
enemies with a rubber band. 
SP 5 火菜 星 [Kana Hoshi] 
Flaming shoot---Usopp shoots a burning bomb at the enemy. 
SP 6 特製タバスコ星 [Tokusei Tabasuko Hoshi] 
Special Made Tobacco Star---Stuns the enemy with tobacco. 
SP 7 火炎星  [Kaen Hoshi] 
Fire Star---Burns a nearby enemy 
SP 8 ゥンップ粉砕 [Usopp Funsai] 
Usopp Pulverize ---Usopp strikes with his hammer 
so hard that the enemy explodes. 

Chopper / チョッパー: 
SP 1 赤の治療 [Aka no Chiriyou] 
Crimson Treatment---Chopper injects his allies with 
a syringe,which heals him or her to full health. 
SP 2 青の治療 [Ao no Chiriyou] 
Blue Treatment---Heals all surrounding allies with a huge 
amount of hp. 
SP 3 獣型変身 [Kedamono Kata Henshin] 
Beast Metamorphosis---Chopper turns into a large Reindeer 
and charges at the enemy. 
SP 4 人獣型変身 [Hito Kedamono Kata Henshin] 
Human Form Metamorphosis---Chopper transforms into 
his small self and is effective as he can dodge attacks easily. 
SP 5  緑の治療 [Midori no Chiriyou] 
Green Treatment---Fully heals a party member. 
SP 6  白の治療 [Shiro no Chiriyou] 
White Treatment---Heals a huge amount of Hp to all surrounding 
party members. 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* Walkthrough                                                       * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 

*-*-*-Chapter 1 The Adventure Begins...-*-*-* 

The story opens with Luffy, the captain,and everyone on 
board of his crew having fun with lots of laughter. 
Out of the blue, a whirlpool rises and separates everyone 
from the team. Now, they have to find their way,join each other 
and aquire One Piece... 

*-*-*-Chapter 2 Luffy's Adventure-*-*-* 
【海島西面】
Now,we begin with Luffy going solo as his pirate parrot,woke 
up him and told him to follow it so that he can find everyone 
else.Before following it,explore around the island and open 
all the treasure chests first before anything.When you are done, 
use the save point to refresh yourself and save.Beware of bombs 
hidden in trees and treasure chests.Next,when you reach the cave 
to the dungeon,select the second choice as the first choice 
is the overview of the whole island and used for short-cut movement 
if you have been to a specific place before. 



The whole layout of the dungeon is real simple.Just open all the treasure 
chests,stretch Luffy's arms to reach poles on some parts of the dungeon 
and press the B button to make those far ranged flowers faint for a moment. 
Also,before battles,always press B button on the enemies so that they will 
have a confused sign on his head,giving you an advantage to have the first 
strike.Press A button continously so that you can do a combo if you are lucky. 
Combo hits will be done automatically when Hp is low. 
When you reached the end of the dungeon,the pirate leader will appear, 
talk to his parrot then challenge you to a battle.Be sure to have at least 16hp 
before battling as when the battle begins,the pirate will smash a barrel at you. 
The battle is fairly easy,just use normal attack or use the special attack, 
Rubber Gun to smack the pirate real hard.When the battle is over,Luffy 
takes a nap at the beach... 

*-*-*-Chapter 3 Zoro and Nami's Adventure-*-*-* 
【フー島】
Zoro and Nami are quarrelling halfway when Luffy's parrot showed up 
and told them to follow him so that they can assemble and find each 
other easily.Once you enter the dungeon,two pirates will be talking 
and when they spotted you,they took off.Now your job is to find and 
defeat them.The whole layout of the dungeon is straight forward.Just 
beware of plants that shoot "bullets" and slash them dead with Zoro's 
sword.Be careful of being tricked as well during the cross road. 
Once you are done with that part,prepare for a battle.The two pirates 
whom you met just now are cheaters.They use cannons to deal 
with you,just stay out of the way and you'll be fine.Never ever attack 
with Nami,or she'll fall as the pirates with fire their cannons at her.Just 
use Zoro to slash them and Nami to capture treasures.Once you're 
done,you'll be at the beach again,with Zoro and Nami quarrells again. 
Unable to take it,the parrot flew away to help Usopp,Sanji and Chopper... 

*-*-*-Chapter 4 Usopp,Sanji and Chopper's Adventure-*-*-* 
【ミー島】
Now,its Usopp,Sanji and Chopper's turn for adventure.After saying 
some wrong words,Sanji and Usopp chased after Chopper around 
the whole island till the parrot is there. 
The parrot tells them to move up the mountain till the top and go the 
whole way down on the other side to reach a large village.Go through 
the mountain,although its messy and difficult,just watch out for ice plants 
that freeze you,strong fans that blow you away(use Usopps boomerang 
to trigger the switch off),hidden bombs in chests and use Chopper in 
his small form to access to small cave which is necessary to complete 
the area.Train up to at least level 6 in that area.Once you reached the 
mountain top,you will see a scene whereby three people trying to attack 
オツ(written who he was in the cast of characters area).Usopp's team 
decided to help the man so prepare for a battle.As Sanji is easily 
mesmerised by woman,he can't attack the leader so use either Usopp 
or Chopper to take out the leader first.Then use Sanji to finish the rest off. 
The man thanks you and you should be on your way down to the town.Once 
you are in the village explore around,talk to everyone and open treasure 
chests.Once you are done,head to the bottom of the town whereby theres 
a cave. 
Explore it and get all the treasures in it.When done,talk to the Chef,head to 
the 
mountain top,talk to オツ and head back down to talk to the chef again. 
When the conversation ends,a girl will be captured by pirates and you have to 
safe her.Once the battle is over,head to the town's harbour. オツ will be 
there. 
Talk to him and after awhile,some pirates will appear and attack you.You'll 
defeat them easily and head down to the town's beach,where Water Ostrich 



are waiting for you.Prepare for a tough fight if you are low in level.If you're 
level is low,they can do about 40 damage to each person which is a lot. 
Use Sanji's special skills to attack and Chopper's healing skill's to heal low 
Hp allies.Once defeated,the ostrich will bring Usopp's team to assemble 
everyone. 

*-*-*-Chapter 5 Team Assembled!-*-*-* 
【ヨー島】
All you team members will meet up with each other and you should explore 
the island for some goodies.Although Luff'ys hands can't reach far-away poles, 
don't worry as you can go back there later.Next head to the village and open 
up treasures,interact with everyone and head up to the tip of the town and try 
to 
enter the "unpassable mines"(Zoro will overtake the leader and say some 
stuff). 
Next head down to theharbour of the village and talk to the guy(Nearest to the 
house but not the fat one,he is further more to the right). 
He'll say some stuff about the mines and now you can enter it.The layout of the 
mines is real easy,but just beware of twisting flowers as they do 50+ damage 
per hit,falling cellings and some other minor traps such as poison.When you 
are near the end,a guy will show up,talk to you about some painting and then 
run away hurriedly. Next,just head out of the mines into a little village.Save 
the 
game,explore the town and head up to another small island.Don't bother to 
open up the nearest treasure as its a confuse trap in it and also don't bother 
to stretch Luffy's arms to the pole to get a treasure hidden on a small island. 
Just use Zoro's slash to slice grass to get some small goodies.When you're 
done head back to the mines and try to locate a place whereby pirates are 
blocking the road as they are looking at some wall paintings.When you saw 
finish the painting,head to the Elders house in the small village outside the 
mines and his wife will tell you that hes out in an island. 

Map Of The Mines:  
   ヨバンの町                            
   鉱山        □━━□━━□                 
               ┃         ┃                 
         □     □          □                
         ┃   ┃         ┃                 
         □━□━□      □━□━□               
         ┃              ┃        □     □━□━□━○ 
         □               ┃        ┃    ┃       
         ┃         □━□━★━□━□━□       
       □━□━☆━□━□   ┃       ┃         
       ┃           ┃   ┃       □        
       □       □━□━□                 
       ┃         ┃                   
  ○━□━□    □━□━□━□                 
                 ┃                  
                 □ Save Point                
【Map With courtesy From Black Dance】 
☆Pirates looking at the picture drawn on the wall, 
blocking your path 
★Met the "real doctor",but he ran away 
○Exit/Entrance   

*-*-*-Chapter 6 Town's Hero?!-*-*-* 
【シブ村】
Once you exit the Elder's house,you'll be notified that pirates have attacked 
the 
town!All you team members discussed what to do as they are outnumbered. 



Unexpectedly,the town's "Hero" appeared and attacks the enemy pirates. 
The enemy calls out three basic pirates and so does the "Hero" but the 
"Hero's" side has pirates using guns!The "Hero's" pirates shot the enemy 
and now they were left with the leader.The "Hero" attacked the enemy's 
leader and ends the battle. 
The enemy,Luffy's crew and the villagers are impressed by their strength. 
As the enemy's leader does not want to give up,he summoned his 
experiments,the Robots to attack the "Hero's" team,but the "Hero's" crew 
guns have no effect on the big robots and his men lost the battle after one 
hit from the Robots.The "Hero" does not want to admit defeat and tried 
to attack the Robots but to no avail,and the Robots sliced the "Hero" till 
he fell.... 
The enemy boasted about his Scientific brains and that his Robots are 
undefeatable. 
Angrily,the Robots attacked Zoro as he looked down on them but Zoro 
won even though the enemy was extra strong and the "Hero" was surprised! 
Zoro said that he won as he was an invincible swordsman and Luffy and Sanji 
are impressed with his speech.Thus,a battle begins and you have to defeat 
the Robots with your party members. 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:33(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Robots:135(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 450 Hp each 
Attack effect:Attacks all surrounding enemy 

Fighting methods: 
1)Move all characters 2 squares forward and guard as they can dish a lot of 
pain.
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding them with special attacks 
3)Your part members wil fall easily so replace them when they fall. 
4)They may be difficult to beat as they are "tanks" meaning they have lots of 
Hp so never usefar ranged characters unless you have no choice 
5)Continue pounding them and you'll win. 

Once the battle is over,Zoro will gain a new special sword,whereby whenever 
he slashes,there will be energy power extending out.The enemy retreated 
as they can't do anything to you after the Robots lost. 
Head up to the small beach at the top of the town and the "Hero" is waiting for 
you and will offer to take you to another island!Save the game,then talk to him 
and agree to go to another island... 

*-*-*-Chapter 7 The Adventure Continues!-*-*-* 
【イツ島】
Once you're heading for another island,there will be a screenshot of a pirate 
whale popping out and scare the living hell out of Chopper,Sanji and Usopp, 
causing Luffy to laugh at them!The "Hero" tells them not to worry as it is his 
pet. 
You now ride on the whale to another island.Now'explore the island a little,get 
goodies then look for the "Hero".When you exit the island,you'll see a scene 
whereby someone is screaming,and when he shows up.he's actually the 
"Hero's" men.You will also be notified that the hideout of the "Hero" and his 
Mountain Bandits is at the top of the mountain.Now,you have to head up and 
meet their leader.Save the game once you're inside the house first in case 
your Gba runs out of battery or perhaps there will be no safe point for a long 
time.Their leader is a large guy with a huge axe and wearing an animal skin 
coat on his back.After the talk,the leaders exists the place and another 
wierd guy who sits on a wheel chair comes in.After another short talk,you must 
exit the room and look for some treasure.Before looking for it,explore the 
house and go through a crack in the wall with Chopper and enter the lower 



room to open a treasure chest.Note that there will be many treasure boxes 
and there is even goodies in the trash bins. 
Move up through the hallway,open the treasure chest the head up the stairs. 
If you are unable to locate treasures,just use Nami's treasure search by 
pressing B when placing her as leader.Also note that treasures are located 
between cracks of the wall as well.Once you are done collecting goodies,head 
 to a room whereby Sanji tries to enter but is stopped by Nami as it is a lady's 
room.Nami was then called in by the sick lady,who is also one of Luffy's 
mate,Vivi!
Everyone was surprised to meet her including the parrot.She asks hows their 
trip going and Nami replys that she found lots of treasure. 
She was also sad as she could not travel with them due to her injuries but 
everyone consoled her and told her that they wil her her with then when her 
injuries are cured.When you are ready head down to the 
"Hero" and his friend below,then the "Hero" will move away and let you pass. 
Now its goodies time again,search for treasures and take them for free as 
they may come in handy later. 
Head out of the house once you are done and you will see 
an extremely large boat for Luffy!Once Luffy's crew entered the boat they 
screamed in awe as well,as the whole boat was broken and 
filled with holes and they have to repair it.They repaired the boat 
quickly,and Chopper tends to Vivi's injuries. 
After a hard day,they went to bed... 

*-*-*-Chapter 8 Emergency!-*-*-* 
【ゴサツ山】
Once they woke up for a new day,they saw parrots flying everywhere! 
Enter the hideout of the Mountain Bandits and climb the stairs till the 
highest level and you will hear a BANG! sound.Its the person whom 
you have met from the starting of the game trying to kill Vivi!After a 
conversation,the person escapes by a flying eagle,which carried 
him/her away.Now you have to chase after them.Head back up to your 
boat and you will see your members waiting for you.They asked you what 
have happened,everyone then went to thier positions and thus,the chase 
begins!While travelling,another whirlpool appeared again!Everyone 
was shocked by that.But luckily,one "Blue Guy" appeared and stopped 
the whirlpool.He said he was a fish-man and have love signs in his eyes 
when he saw Nami.Thus,he began a battle with you! 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:27(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Fish-man:112(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 430 Hp(Calculated with my total damage) 
Attack effect:Attacks single enemy but with large range 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed but average attack power so 
prepare someone to be hit. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding them with special attacks 
3)The enemy always hit the same amount of damage to one person till he or 
she falls 
4)Continue pounding them and you'll win.(You will definitely win!) 

Usopp will get something when he lost,which allows him to shoot his slingshots 
at a real far distance.The "Blue Guy" was impressed by your skills but 
unfortunately the ship was broken again... 
You will be back at the Mountain Bandits hideout,talking to the important 
members of the Mountain Bandits.After a long boring talk,you have to find 
another group of evil Mountain Bandits.Exit the house,go down the 



mountain and head for the right hand side of the mountain where there is 
an opening.Continue forward and you will meet a group of Navy Officers. 
After a long conversation,prepare for a fight! 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:18(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Navy Officers:134(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 250 Hp 
Attack effect:Attacks single enemy but with large range especially when 
they use guns 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed and large range but average attack 
power so prepare someone to be hit. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding them with special attacks 
3)Pound the lackeys of the enemy first 
4)Continue pounding them and you'll win.(You will definitely win!) 

The Navys will then retreat,now you can continue the search. 
The layout of the dungeon is real easy,just beware of yellow plants, 
bombs,traps,rolling stones and some wondering enemies.At the same 
time,explore the whole mountain and collect goodies first.Be sure to level 
up as well.When fighting basic enemies,beware of thier long range.Keep out 
of them and you will do fine.If you encounter enemies in groups of three,then 
you will know that you are in the right track.There will be many enemies along 
in the way so be sure to switch members when low in Hp.The road wil be 
more and more confusing so choose your path wisely. 
The correct paths to choose are those that leads up not straight. 
You should meet up with a LARGE bird when you reach the "top". 
Prepare for a battle. 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:12(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Bird:128(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 70  Hp 
Attack effect:Attacks single enemy 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed,large range and high dodging abilities 
as it is a flying type. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding it with a special attack 
3)Congratualtions,you won the battle. 

There will be many of these types of birds so just use normal attacks. 
When you reached the top,you will see a save point and an entrance 
to a cave.Save first before going in.But the bad point is that the 
save point will not auto heal... 

Map Of Cave: 
[1F]                           ?1F        
                              ◇     
                                                                ┃ 
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        ┃ ┃  ┃                       ┃  
        ●   □━□                       ◎ 
                     ┃                      ?B1  
                     □                                  ┌──────┐ 
                     ┃                                 ★Basement 



                     □                                  ┃ 
       ?2F ┏┻┓  ?2F              □ 
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                                                         □ 
                                                         ┃ 
                                                         □ 
                                                         ┃ 
                                                         □ 
                                                         ┃    ?1F 
                                                         □ ━◎ 
                                                         └──────┘ 
─────────────────────────────── 
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                   ◇        ◇  
                   ┃        ┃ 
                   ┃        □ 
    ?3F?3F┃3F?3F?   ┃                          ┏━○━┓ 
     ○━○━ □━  ○━ ○━ □━□━□×□━□━□━□   □ 
                  ┃         ┃               ┃  
                  □           ■               ◇ 
                                         ┃ ?3F         ?1F 
                                          □━○  
─────────────────────────────── 
      [3F]               ?2F  
                ?       ?     ○━━━━━━━□    
                ○       ○                      ┃ 
switch 1 ┃       ┃                     □━□ 
         □━□        □━□ switch 4        ┃ 
                             ?                         □  
      switch 2 □  ○━□━□                   ┃  
                      ┃       switch 3       □━◆    
                     ○                          ┃ 
                      ?                           □ 

                                                                             ┃ 

                                                                             ○ 

                                                                             ?2F 
【Map：Black Dance】 
─────────────────────────────── 
Map Signs:
◇  First-Second Storey 
○ Second-Third Storey 
◎ Basement 
? Stairs 
■ Electricity 

The cave will be filled with enemies as well so prepare with a whole 
chunk of fights.There will also be lots of traps and high damage flowers. 
Keep moving till you found a place whereby fire,ice and everything 
is shooting everywhere.Slice bushes with Zoro and you will find a trigger 
to turn them off.Move up and you will find a fat man there.Defeat him and 
get out of there as theres nothing there.Go to the right opening and 
you will see a hallway.Somehow theres a laser beam blocking your way, 
so go the whole way back and to the bottom and you will see stairs leading 
to the second floor.Use Usopp's sling shot to trigger off the laser 
beams.Keep moving down to get to the save point to heal and save 
first as this place is real long.Go left but don't go up the stairs as its a 
trap and so is the one to the right hand side.Unless you want to level up, 



then head there.Now head to the right hand side of the split.Enter the 
nearest stairs and you will see yourself in a place full of trap plants,kill 
them with Zoro then head to the crack.There will be a switch in there to disable 
 the main laser blocking your road just now.Now head down the stairs and 
enter another stairs to the right screen.Diable the trap switch in the room 
then head down again.Move to the right screen where you will see pirates 
coming towards you,defeat them first.Do not head down but rather head right 
and the bottom is filled with unpassable lasers.Slash blocks with Zoro's sword 
and head right,not up. 
You will notice that the road is blocked due to the break of the wall.Use Zoro's 
slash on every basement three levels on bushes to unlock switches ,trigger all 
of them and head to the bottom.(Bottom of third screen from the spinning 
flower area).All the lasers will be disabled so walk through them.Head keep 
heading right until you came to an area where a laser is blocking your way,use 
Zoro's sword to slash the nearest green box and trigger the switch to 
deactivate it.Keep heading down but beware for plants and falling cellings, 
and head down until you see another exit door.Go up,you will be at basement 
2 and there will be a big save point in front of you. 
SAVE.Keep heading down till you see another stairs enter it,save then head 
down for some battles.Continue triggering all switches that you found.Head 
down and you will see two enemies and a door,finish them off and enter the 
door.You will be out in basement 1.Keep going through the hallway and you 
will finally be out in the hideout! 
Whew,congratualate yourself for completeing a long aventure(what I meant 
was the cave). 

*-*-*-Chapter 9 Red Glowing Crystal?!-*-*-* 
【ヨー島】
Once you entered the hideout,you will see a glowing 
red crystal ball seated in a golden bar.Nami's 
eyes will glitter upon seeing them.But unexpectedly, 
a rock monster who was guarding it was woke up! 
Prepare for a battle! 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:37(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Rock Bird:116(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 700 Hp 
Attack effect:Attacks two enemy in a row and has whirlwind magic 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed,large range,high attack power 
 and high dodging abilities as it is a flying type. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding it with a special 
attacks and use Chopper to heal low Hp members and finish his arms 
 first so that he can't attack 
3)Everytime the enemy attacks,it can attack two person in a row without 
 moving!Its whirlwind magic has large range and high damage amount 
4)Congratualtions,you won the battle. 

Wow tough battle huh? 700 hp tank is a pain in the neck but you won! 
Luffy will receive a special weapon and his arm can extend real long to 
reach unpassable areas before.All the party members tried to remove the 
crystal but to no avail.... 
Only Luffy can remove it easily as he got the special item from the Boss 
earlier on. 
Everyone was sure shocked to see that!^_^ 
Now enter the back door of the cave and there will lay an ancient tome.You will 
take the ancient tome with you and now its back to the "Hero's" 
Mountain Bandit hideout again... 



But luckily,there is a short-cut exit next to the room where the ancient 
tome lays,so now you don't have to travel the whole way back.Enter the 
room where the wheel-chair guy is and an event will begin. 
Nami will pass the ancient tome to him and he will be shocked 
when he read it.Go back to the starting area of the island when the 
conversation is done and now Luff's extra stretched arms can reach far away 
poles! 
Explore around for some goodies then head to the whale to get to other 
islands. 
When you are going to reach,a mermaid will show up from the sea!And Luffy 
will be shocked the hell out of himself,even Sanji.In case you didn't 
notice,they 
are actually enemies but you can't attack them with Sanji as they mesmerised 
him. 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:23(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Mermaid:174(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 350 Hp each 
Attack effect:Attacks one enemy per hit 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has average speed,average range,average attack power and 
average dodging abilities and it is a water type. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding it with a special attacks 
and use Chopper to heal low Hp members. 
3)Congratualtions,you won the battle. 

This is a simple battle as you can see.Nami will gain a special weapon, 
which allows her to scan a large area for treasures.The mermaids are 
shocked at your strength and leave you all alone.Now,you can extend 
Luffy's hands real long,so explore places that you are unable to reach 
earlier on and collect those treasures,next head to the Elder's house 
and his wife will tell you that he is in a house discussing something important 
with pirates. 
Head over to the large town on that island and go to a house whereby a 
black-shirt guy is guarding.Enter it and you will find the guy you met earlier 
on 
in the mines.He will talk to you and you will find out that he is a healer.He 
will 
leave the house,so you leave as well. 
At the outside of the house,a pirate wil inform the black-shirt guy about a 
painting revealing treasures and your team will start a discussion.Now,enter 
the mines where it was blocked by a pirate before.The inside,will be as usual, 
filled with enemies pirates so defeat them and level up in that area.Beware of 
falling cellings as well.Traps as usual must be avoided.keep moving forward 
until you see a part with black jacket pirates.Be careful as they are extremely 
fast and powerful.Get rid of them,go up for a save and healing point then 
continue forward.Your party members will all appear and say that the place 
is wierd and creepy,but Nami will appear and interrupt them,saying that the 
place wil be full of treasures. 
Move up till you reach a place with a black-gap.Step onto it and you will fall 
into a new area,whereby theres another crystal ball.Luffy's team members 
tried to touch it but the woke another Rock Bird!Prepare for another 
fight! 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:40(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Rock Bird:108(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 750 Hp 



Attack effect:Attacks three enemy in a row and has shock magic 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has average speed,large range,high attack power and high 
dodging abilities as it is a flying type. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding it with a special attacks 
and use Chopper to heal low Hp members and finish his arms first so that he 
can't attack but he will use magic all the time 
3)Everytime the enemy attacks,it can attack three person in a row without 
moving! 
Its shock magic has large range,stuns opponens and does high damage 
amount 
4)Congratualtions,you won the battle. 

Chopper will receive a special weapon,and hes the only one who can remove 
the crystal ball from the golden stand.Now,you have to find your way out of the 
cave... 
The whole layout is real simple just beware of spikes and use Usopp's 
slingshot to trigger switches.Keep walking till you found a save point.SAVE. 
Then continue. 
Keep moving until you are at a place whereby theres a guy carrying a 
rucksack at his back.He will get shocked and the doctor whom you met in 
town just now will show up.The real doctor will punch the imposter and Luffy 
and Usopp will be so shocked that thier face turned real long!The real doctor 
will then attack you after a speech.He can dodge many stuff and even 
Usopp's 100% accurate hit attacks as well.His weapon is his legs which does 
a huge amount of damage. 
And the only way to damage him is to use special attacks.But whenever you 
use special attacks,he will full-heal himself and attack you.His Hp is real low 
so keep using Special Attacks and you will win easily.The real doctor wil 
escape and now you have to chase him again.Once you reached the exit,the 
will be a locked door.Walk up to it and press A button.Sanji will then kick the 
door open so enter it.You will be in the Elder's house and will let the imposter 
doctor to rest and heal his injuries.Go back to the large town on the island 
and head for the harbour.Luffy's party members' will be shocked as the ship 
is real large.The real doctor will then show up again and after a conversation, 
you will know that he is a pirate with great healing skills. 
Talk to the pirate guarding the ship when you are ready and select 
the Yes choice. 
You will then get on the boat and head for another island... 

*-*-*-Chapter 10 New Island?!-*-*-* 
【ミー山 】 
The new island is the place where Usopp,Sanji and Chopper 
began their search from the starting of the game. 
Head out of the harbour and you will see the guy who is living 
on top of the mountain again.After the talk,the guy wil run back 
to his house on the mountain top,go find him.After a conversation, 
he will leave the house.Now,with Luffy in your team,explore the whole 
mountain as Luffy can extend his hands real long.Try to get to the most 
left hand corner of the mountain and use Luffy's hands to reach there.If 
you're there,then you are in the right track.The whole layout is real 
straighforward except for some fake routes.The nearer you are to the 
exit the more the number of enemies especially those huge size pirates. 
The layout may be confusing at first but you are on the right track if you 
extended Luffy's arms,saw a save point and the name of the new area 
at the tip shows up.SAVE.Then continue.You will then see a fully snow 
covered cave and Luffy will be surprised.Enter it and a group of pirates 
will appear and attack you.Defeat them,then continue.The 
cave is real irritating as it is full of laser beams and no save 



and healing points nearby... 
Be careful of fans that blow you away and fans that blow ice out, 
which freezes you and does about 22 damage.There are many 
fake routes in the cave,and most of them always lead to the 
same place.Keep moving left till you found a place protected 
by three ice pillars.Press A at it and you will hear a loud "Clank"! 
sound.Nami suspects its something so head left till you found a stairs 
leading up to the second floor.SAVE.Then continue.If you can't take 
any more attacks then exit the cave,go back to town using short-cut 
and save,heal and rest awhile.Head back in there.Move right from the 
save point and follow the path until you reach a cross road.Take the 
left path as the rest leads to traps and other useless treasures. 
At the left path,avoid the enemy and head downwards,whereby you 
will find the insane doctor laughing away as he had revived his robot 
and he claimed it to be invincible again.Angrily,Zoro attacks the 
Robots. 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:40(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Robots:100(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About 600 Hp each 
Attack effect:Attacks a single enemy or blast two enemies 
in flames 

Fighting methods: 
1)Move all characters 2 squares forward and guard as they can dish a lot of 
pain.
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding them with special attacks 
3)Your part members wil fall easily so replace them when they fall. 
4)They may be difficult to beat as they are "tanks" meaning they have lots of 
Hp so never usefar ranged characters unless you have no choice 
5)Beware of their fire blast attack,which burns two enemies in a row 
and does about 80+ damage each. 
6)Continue pounding them and you'll win. 

Once you won,the evil doctor will retreat as he was scared of you. 
Zoro received a new blade in which extends more energy per slash 
As your characters' life must be real low by now,exit the whole cave without 
getting into fights,head back to town,heal and save.Now head back again. 
At level 1 of the cave,go to the place whereby it is blocked by ice pillars 
earlier 
on.Smash them then move on.Go down the stairs revealed into Basement 1. 
SAVE.Then continue.The road now requires skills,in which you have to activate 
and deactivate switches again to pass.The tricky part is that you have to slash 
blue plants that reveals switches and use Usopp's slingshot to deactivate them. 
Head to the right hand side of the area,not forward as forward is a trap area. 
The rest of the road is real easy,but once you're near the "treasure area" 
theres another blue crystal shining there... 
And as usual,prepare for another fight,the rock guardians again... 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:53(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Ice Bird:130(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About  800 Hp 
Attack effect:Attacks enemies in front of his arms with huge 
damage and its Ice Thorns is used to summon icy spikes 
to drop from the sky,crushing its opponents' head in a row with 
huge damage and freezes opponents.Also it has near punch,which 
punches enemies near him and does about 80 damage per hit 



Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed,large range,high attack power 
and high dodging abilities as it is a flying type. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding it with a special 
attacks and use Chopper to heal low Hp members and finish his arms 
first so that he can't attack as each arm dishes about 54 damage per hit 
3)You cannot hit the enemy's head first,so you have to take his arms off 
first but he will keep summoning Icy Spikes so beware and never place 
your characters together 
4)Congratulations,you won the battle. 

After this tough battle,your characters will level up alot. 
Luffy will obtain a special item,which allows only him to 
take the crystal ball.And that makes 3 crystals taken. 
Head upwards,and you will exit the place automatically 
and will be at オツ's house.The bandit who captured Vivi 
will show up again and will try to snatch the 3 crystal balls 
away from you.She will then challenge you all for a short fight 
after a conversation. 

Battle tips and strategy 
Amount of damage enemy does per hit:58(Average) 
Average Special Attack Damage done to Enemy:(Average) 
Amount of Hp enemy has:About  300  Hp but with extremely 
high defence 
Attack effect:Attacks with a very huge range with her guns 
and is as accurate as Usopp and has evil skills such as numbing 
his/her opponents 

Fighting methods: 
1)The enemy has very fast speed,large range,high attack power. 
2)When the enemies' turn is over starting pounding him/her with a 
special attacks and use Chopper to heal low Hp members 
3)The enemy's parrot wil assist him/her and is real power which 
dishes 30+ damage per hit.So kill it first 
4)Congratulations,you won the battle. 

When the battle is over,Usopp will receive a special weapon and his 
slingshot range will become real far. 
Him/her will then escape with him/her parrot and everyone calls 
him/her a sore loser. SAVE. Then continue to the オツ's 
house.オツ has disappeared and left a note on the table for them. 
Now head back to the large village and head to the beach. 
As usual the water ostriches will be waiting for you guys again. 
But when you tried to ask them to bring you to another place,they 
refused and said that unless you cook them some fish,they won't 
take you there as it is a revenge... 

*-*-*-Chapter 11 Want Fish?!-*-*-* 
【ミー島】
Now,you have to cook the fishes they requested. 
Open the main menu by pressing start,then press Start 
again to open a secret menu.You will see many different 
types of faces and each of them have their unique styles. 
Choose Sanji,whose special skill is Cooking! 
*************************************************************** 
【NOTE】:
Question:Why my Sanji's cooking menu is blank?! 
Methods of solving it: 
1)Talk to everyone in the whole town with every single 



character of yours,then head on to the cooking house(House 
with green door),and there wil be a treasure chest stashed 
at the back.Open it and Sanji wil get the cooking menu. 
2)If the above method does not work,you can get some fish 
from the box near the ostriches and open up the stunt menu. 
Select the first choice and select the fish which you got 
from the box just now.That wil feed the ostriches the fish 
and they will disclose some secrets to you.Head on to the 
cooking house and you will find the treasure box there. 
3)This game's main objective is to get news and solve the 
problem by getting information from NPCS. 
*************************************************************** 

*-*-*-Chapter 11 Lets Move On And Save Vivi!-*-*-* 
【フー島】
Cook the fish from the special menu,and give them to the 
ostriches.You will see a nice scene of Sanji cooking 
with real sound effects! 
Having eaten the fishes Sanji cooked, they were so glad 
that they agreed to give you all a ride! 
You will now be brought back to the island,whereby 
Zoro and Nami first began their adventure. 
Collect treasures,then continue to the forest where 
Zoro and Nami first started. 

Map Of Forest 
【Map：Black Dance】 
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After you passed through the irritating forest,head to a save and 
healing point in the village.Explore around the whole town until 
you are happy,then head on to a house with a green door and 
talk to the old man inside.He will tell you to go to the west side 
of the forest.Leave the house,you will meet  the gun lady, 
who ate the devil slippery fruit to strengthen herself and the 
comedian clown who has the devil fission fruit strength,Buggy. 
Someone under him will report to him about a treasure and 
they will leave hurriedly.Now exit the village by the exit near the 
save point.As it is real easy to get lost in there,I will provide the 
map below.

Map Of Forest: 
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Once you reached the ruins,head to stairs A and go up to 
the second storey.And from stairs B,head up three storeys 
again.The whole place is uneventful,just beat enemies,gain 
experience points.Beware of traps and other stuff such as 
plants.Once you reached the ☆ position,the gun lady and 
Buggy will show up again... 
This time they will fight you.Although their defence is so 
high that you can only do about 40 to 80 damage,do not 
worry as their Hp is real low.Switch members that have low 
Hp so they will not use their killer moves.Try not to use special 
attacks on Buggy,as he can split his body into many parts 
and will avoid the attack.After the big victory, two people ran 
away.Now go downstairs from Stairs C,■ has an electrical 
beam,but the position of the switch is on the chart. 
From D,go down the stairs,then you can see the stairs leading 
to the basement almost instantly.Head down,then you will be 
at ★.★ is where the treasure was hidden.Defeat the machine 
dragon,and you will attain the orange gem (fourth),and also a 
special weapon for Sanji,which increases his leg damage. 
Now,return to the village. 
Once you reached the village,a townfolk will come up to 
you and tell you about your ostrich being missing as they 
played a missing game! 
Returns to south the South Beach Sea,where the three ostriches 
play the game which is "missing". 
All six people arrive at the shore, actually discovers under water 
shoots up the strange air bubbles. 
Suddenly,a submarine pops up and scares everyone! 
オツ /Oshi,the guy at the mountain top,will show up in the 
submarine.He then tells everyone that it is the Mountain Bandits' 
(ロートル) most priced treasure,ウミバウズ the submarine. 
Numerous lucky people ride this novel thing go the ビー島. 
When you just left the wharf, three pirate groups members 
will fight your party. 
Here,the labyrinth has a cycle, the basic direction is first storey--- 
second storey--- first storey.In the second storey,there is a yellow 
snail (telephone) in the room, and also three pirates in a group 
talking on the snail... 
Fight them,and you will obtain the key. 
Just beware of hidden bombs,falling celling and do not destroy 
barrels if they are too close to you.Those natural hazards does 
a whole lot of damge,about 50 each. 



Again return to the first storey, to a locked door. 
You automatically use the key and opens the gate.Pass through 
between the corridor and you will discover Vivi the princess is 
imprisoned in there. 
Defeat the pirate group's leader,サ ィ モ ソ.As he ate the evil fruit 
too,he has special abilities.When Vivi tries to escape,he calls 
out the guy,who fight you many times to capture her.Despite 
Usopp's accuracy shots,it does no damage to him... 
Prepare for a battle! 
You will find the battle difficult,as the bad guy keeps 
dodging every single attack.So use special and you 
will win.After the battle,Vivi was captured again... 
Returns to the exportation the harbor, right under the seashore, 
you will see オツ / Oshi fainted as he was beaten up by the "fake" doctor. 
After that go on board and return to the place where the Mountain 
Bandits live.Chat with the three chivalrous mountains thieves 
and head north of the seacoast. 
Travel by the submarine and go to ヒー島. 

*-*-*-Chapter 12 Final Crystal!-*-*-* 
【ヒー島】
Below,is some flow brief introductions. 
This is the island which Luffy is at, 
at the start of the game. Enter the cave.At the 
cliff place, the parrot helps you to turn on 
the switch. Arrive at the fifth gem, this match against 
the mermaids, is sure to remember not to have Sanjito join 
in the battle,as whenever he meet beautiful woman,he will 
not be able to attack her. After that battle,you have to fight 
the fish-person which you encountered earlier on. You will 
go to another island at the northern seacoast, on foot to the 
east seacoast, then may ride the armed whale and set out 
to the sets out six island. 
West of the seacoast, right under, you can see 19 caves. 
Left two: Inside, has the gem that protects the beast. 
Up two storeys,there is also a gem protection beast. 
Up three storeys,there is also the gem protection beast, 
beat them and attain the key. 
Second Storey's left door,obtain the key. 
Second Storey's right door,obtain the key 
First Storey's right gate, obtain the key. 
Come out,then you will see a village.Enter and chat with the 
people in there.Head to a house which has a green door,and 
an event will be triggered.Beat all the enemies in it.It is real 
easy.Walk down from the village and you will arrive at a 
mountain.Attention,once you read the bulletin,jump down and 
after twice,you will find a very important stage tool. 
Enter the marking.Once you reached the second basement, 
you will meet Buggy and the Gun female pirate.Beat them, 
head forward till you met the machine dragon.Beat the dragon, 
and take the sixth crystal,which is also the last one. 
After you return to the mountain thief big stronghold, head up 
two storeys and talk to everyone in there.Again,head downstairs 
and talk to everyone you meet.After that,you board the ship 
and exchange all the crystals you found,for Princess ViVi. 
Beat all the enemies so that you can escape from the explosion. 
After that,return to the mountain thief big stronghold, talk to 
everyone.Next,board the ship again and head to the seventh 
island,which is at the middle.Halfway during the journey,the 



mermaids will attack again!Beat them,and the sky will 
reveal a boat.Once you boarded it,デ ィ ン raided.All you have 
to do there is to wipe out all the enemies while you walk. 
Keep walking until you reached the road split.Then team will 
split into 2 to defeat Buggy.Once you reached the third basement, 
it is time for the final fight.The Boss will change his body twice. 
This will be the toughest battle,after all its the last Boss. 
Finish him off,and the game ends...... 

Congratulations! 

*-*-*-End Of Walkthrough-*-*-* 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* FAQ                                                               * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
Question:How do I heal in the game? 
Answer:You can heal at save points,use items or level up 
(automatically healed). 

Question:What types of people are in the game? 
Answer:Villagers,Pirates and Mountain Bandits are in the 
game.

Question:How do I increase the length of Luffy's arms? 
Answer:The higher level Luffy is,the longer his arms can 
stretch. 

Question:Why should I buy the game even though its in 
Japanese language? 
Answer:Well,the music,graphics is well done and even 
though its in Jap language,you can always refer to my 
walkthrough! 

Question:How do I recover Mp? 
Answer:Either by leveling up or wait awhile for it to regain 
slowly. 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* Disclaimer                                                        * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
Thank you for reading my Walkthrough/FAQ. 

This document is written by Angel Wings. This document is 
for personal use and the selling of reproductions, or altered 
copies of, or any part of this document is not permitted. 

This file may be distributed freely as long as it remains free 
at all times. I get very irritated when people say "ask for my 
permission before you use this file on your site" so I am 
letting you put it on your site as long as you follow these 
conditions: 

1.You do not alter this file in any way (you may change 
the file name if need be). 
2.You do not charge people to use it. 
3.You do not copy any of its contents and say it is your 
own work. 
4.You give me some sort of credit. Just a name will do. 

Copyright 2002-2004 Angel Wings. 



For the most up to date versions of this FAQ please visit 
www.gamefaqs.com. 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* Credits                                                           * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
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*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* About The Author                                           * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
Hello, my name is Angel Wings and this is my first 
walkthrough I ever wrote. 
It is still undone and you can expect lots of mistakes here. 
I'll try to get this whole walkthrough done so that life can be 
made easier for you guys. 
My email address:Angelwingslom@msn.com 

*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
* The End                                                            * 
*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-* 
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